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ABSTRACT

Software is becoming increasingly complex and feature-rich, yet

only part of any given codebase is frequently used. Existing soft-

ware customization and debloating approaches target static bina-

ries, focusing on feature discovery, control-flow analysis, and binary

rewriting. As a result, the customized program binary has a smaller

attack surface as well as less available functionality. This means

that once a software’s use scenario changes, the customized binary

may not be usable.

This paper presents DynaCut, for dynamic software code cus-

tomization. DynaCut can disable “not being used” code features

during software runtime and re-enable them when required again.

DynaCut works at the binary level; no source code is needed. To

achieve its goal, DynaCut includes a dynamic process rewriting

technique that seamlessly and transparently updates the image of a

running process, with specific code features blocked or re-enabled.

To help identify potentially unused code, DynaCut employs an

execution trace-based differential analysis to pinpoint the code

related to specific software features, which can be dynamically

turned on/off based on user configuration. We also develop auto-

matic methods to locate code that is only temporally used (e.g.,

initialization code), which can be dropped in a timely manner (e.g.,

after the initialization phase).

We prototype DynaCut and evaluate it using 3 widely used

server applications and the SPECint2017_speed benchmark suite.

The result shows that, compared to existing static binary customiza-

tion approaches, DynaCut removes an additional 10% of code on

average and up to 56% of temporally executed code due to the

dynamic code customization.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Software is increasingly becoming larger in code size and com-

plex in functionality. According to recent research and online re-

ports, more than half of the functionality in many software sys-

tems is rarely used [13, 21, 52]. A study on an industrial business

information system reveals that more than 25% of its code has

never been used for years [21]. Such unused components not only

burden the code maintainers but also expose potential attack sur-

faces [21, 44, 45, 50].

In addition to code blocks that go unused for years, there exists

code blocks with only temporal liveliness. For example, the initial-

ization code of a long-running server program only executes during

the boot-up phase. Since such code usually has access to sensitive

system calls and configuration files, a good security practice is to

remove them from memory after initialization [24]. However, this

is often not the case in many server programs. Similarly, in some

software systems, a good security practice would be to use certain

features only under certain circumstances. For example, in a search

engine database, it would be desirable to keep the data read-only

for searching services during peak load times, while re-indexing or

updating them during idle times (e.g., at midnight) [18, 29]. Keep-

ing all program functionality accessible all the time increases attack

opportunities.

This raises the question of how software can be debloated so that

only the necessary code is kept in memory at any given time? Software

developers can get rid of unused code with the aid of, for example,

static code coverage measuring tools [5, 25] that can help identify

unused features [32]. However, this is generally not possible for

end-users, especially for customizing off-the-shelf software without

source code. To address this problem, recent works have focused on

removing unused code directly from program binaries. For example,

a number of efforts use control-flow information [23, 44] and static
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program analysis [2, 45, 50] to locate unused code and remove them

through static binary rewriting or binary recompilation [44, 45, 57,

58, 65]. As a result, existing approaches take a vanilla binary as

input and generate a debloated binary.

Such code removal is a static and one-time effort. Once modified,

the code no longer changes. Such static debloating is sub-optimal

in many real-world scenarios, where code that needs to be kept and

removed may change as the program executes. On the one hand,

it can be risky if static debloating is aggressive since the removed

code may be required later. On the other hand, a conservative

debloating strategy (e.g., only exclude dead code [34]) may fail to

maximize security benefits as it may retain code that is not used for

a long time. This dilemma stems from the fundamental limitation

of binary-oriented static debloating strategies, i.e., they ignore the

program execution time dimension, and are unable to dynamically

and seamlessly remove and re-enable code.

Motivated by these concerns, we develop DynaCut, a dynamic

and adaptive code customization system. DynaCut can disable and

re-enable code paths of a process at run-time without interrupting

its execution. This capability enablesDynaCut to perform dynamic

code customization: at any time during program execution, the

required and undesired code can be individually configured (e.g.,

initialization code can be kept during the setup phase and discarded

later), maximizing debloating’s security benefits.

DynaCut uses a process rewriting technique to modify a process

at run-time. More specifically, DynaCut can efficiently snapshot a

running process at any time and then transparently resume it with

an updated snapshot (e.g.,with undesired code pages or basic blocks

removed). This mechanism enables flexible dynamic debloating:

different code blocks can be enabled/disabled during different time

windows. While the required/unnecessary code can be identified

either manually or by existing tools [23, 44, 50], DynaCut also con-

tains a component to extract coverage information from execution

traces and locate code blocks related to different software features,

which can then be dynamically enabled/disabled. DynaCut can

also help to automatically identify the temporally unused code (e.g.,

initialization- or termination-related code) using the sequential exe-

cution order of code blocks and disable them, for example, after the

initialization phase. This allows DynaCut to be used as a dynamic

program debloating tool out of the box.

We implement a prototype of DynaCut and evaluate it using

ten real-world applications, including widely used and security-

critical web servers. The results show that DynaCut can identify

and debloat up to 56% of executed code that is only used during

initialization and can keep less than 17% code blocks visible in

memory due to execution phase-based code customization. When

dynamically customizing code features, the service interruption

time is only≈400 ms, resulting in no observable overall performance

overhead. Our security analysis shows that DynaCut can mitigate

several CVEs and known attacks including CVE-2021-32625, CVE-

2021-29477 and BROP attack [9]. To the best of our knowledge,

DynaCut is the first dynamic code customization framework.

The paper’s contributions include:

• We propose the concept of dynamic code debloating, which

provides stronger security protection and flexibility over

existing debloating approaches.

• We design and implement DynaCut, a first-of-its-class sys-

tem for dynamic and seamless code customization.DynaCut

is open-sourced.
1

• We evaluate DynaCut’s effectiveness and efficiency using

real-world applications and benchmark suites and show that

they can be dynamically customized with minimal service

interruption.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides

background information on code customization and describes the

motivation. We then describe the design and implementation of

DynaCut in Section 3. The evaluation is presented in Section 4.

We discuss the future work in Section 5. Afterward, we summarize

the related work in Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Software customization is a technique to selectively disable or en-

able software features [33]. Its primary applications include reduc-

ing the code size for easy software distribution and minimizing the

program attack surface [23, 24, 30, 44, 46]. To minimize the software

runtime attack surface, an ideal intelligent machine may control a

tiny sliding window for code execution. In an extreme case, only

one correct instruction is executable (visible) in the memory (Fig-

ure 1 (a)). Therefore, an attacker cannot arbitrarily jump to any

vulnerable code that is marked as invisible, nor can he leaks any

information about the code layout. However, such a machine does

not exist for now. To make it more realistic, a number of efforts

have focused on software customization from different perspec-

tives. Feature-based software customization removes unnecessary

code features using user-defined policies or program analysis re-

sults [33, 45, 46]. For example, a program’s dependency graph can

be obtained and embedded into the binary for customized program

loading [45]. User inputs, specifications that distinguish unused

features, and execution traces can be used to identify bloated code

paths [23, 30, 44]. After retrieving feature-related code paths, many

efforts re-assemble the binary to permanently eliminate unused

code [57, 58] (Figure 1 (b)). Therefore, the resulting binary will be

unusable in other scenarios that require the removed features.

Exec Timeline

Ideal case: One instr visible

Exec Timeline

Exec Timeline

DynaCut: Timeline-aware Dynamic Debloating

Static binary debloating: 
Code removed throughout the lifetime

(a)

(b)

(c) Initialization

Figure 1: Software debloating for a reduced attack surface.

To demonstrate the existence of code bloating and better un-

derstand the size and distribution of unused code blocks across a

process’s lifetime, we analyzed the basic block liveness of a compute-

intensive program (i.e., 605.mcf_s in SPEC CPU2017) and a server

1
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(a) 605.mcf_s (b) Lighttpd

Figure 2: Visualization of process memory footprints for

executed basic blocks (blue and red), unused basic blocks

(gray), and initialization-related basic blocks (red) in SPEC

INT2017 605.mcf_s benchmark and Lighttpd web server.

application (i.e., Lighttpd) and visualize the results in Figure 2. As

can be seen, a significant percentage of basic blocks (in gray) has

never been executed, showing the necessity and practicality of

software debloating. Even though traditional static debloating tech-

niques can eliminate the never-used code blocks (in gray), it cannot

remove, for example, the initialization code blocks (in red) when

they are no longer needed after the relatively short initialization

phase. Given the considerable amount of such temporally alive

code blocks, we argue that temporally removing them can further

reduce the attack surface and increase security benefits.

Threat Model: We assume the attacker has remote access to

the target process through a standard I/O interface, specifically, a

socket connection. The attacker may also have access to the target

binaries, such as the application and its libraries.DynaCut does not

bring any exploit mitigations, but only reduces the attack surfaces

through (dynamic) code customization and debloating. We assume

the implementation of the disassembler is correct and sound; we

also assume a strong trusted computing base (TCB), including the

operating system kernel and the ELF loader. Side-channel attacks

and kernel vulnerability exploits and mitigations are out of the

scope of this paper.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

DynaCut aims to dynamically customize code features of a pro-

cess without interrupting its execution. To achieve this, DynaCut

leverages a process rewriting technique to remove unwanted code

blocks and transform the process’s memory. Process rewriting can

also re-customize the code features for the target process when the

application scenario changes. For example, it can restore the re-

moved code blocks and re-customize the code for a new application

scenario.

At its heart, DynaCut is a dynamic code customization mech-

anism independent of the techniques determining what code to

disable or enable. DynaCut can use existing binary analysis and

debloating tools [23, 44] to find feature-related code paths. For ex-

ample, control-flow trimming [23] analyzes execution traces and

identifies the program Control-Flow Graph (CFG) edges that can

be trimmed. Razor [44] similarly determines the desired code paths

using execution trace logs. However, existing tools do not identify

initialization code or do not support multi-threading applications.

Therefore, we extend tracing-based code coverage techniques in

DynaCut.

Figure 3 illustrates DynaCut. DynaCut has two major com-

ponents: an undesired code block identifier and a process rewriter.

The first component collects basic blocks from different execution

traces and generates code coverage graphs. DynaCut uses trace

log merging and code coverage graph comparison (i.e., diff ) to de-

termine wanted/undesired code blocks. The feature customization

is based on the fact that most server programs handle different

requests (features) using a big switch-case statement. DynaCut

simply needs to locate the code dispatcher and cut the control flow

edge to undesired features. DynaCut can also identify undesired

initialization code that would not be executed post-initialization by

analyzing execution logs.

Once the list of undesired code blocks is determined, it is input to

the process rewriter. The process rewriter dynamically customizes

the process based on the given code block list and a customiza-

tion policy. For example, we can block the undesired features by

replacing their corresponding code blocks (or only the first byte of

each basic block) with the int3 instruction2. We can also unmap

corresponding code pages if the undesired feature consists of a

large memory footprint. Subsequently, when undesired code blocks

are executed, an exception will be raised. The process rewriter can

further customize the program behavior when the exception is

raised. For example, it can inject signal handlers into the target

process’s address space and update the process’s default signal han-

dlers. Users can also specify policies, such as terminating program

execution or safely skipping undesired requests. DynaCut also

allows users to restore the removed features by replacing the int3
instructions with the original instruction bytes. All changes to the

process are applied during the process’s runtime. Therefore, even

if the application scenario changes, end users can instantly update

available features without restarting the process.

3.1 Undesired Code Block Identification

This component mainly uses execution traces to identify feature

dispatchers and temporally undesired code.

Identify Feature-Related Code Blocks for Dynamic Cus-

tomization: Similar to existing feature-oriented binary debloating

techniques [23, 44], DynaCut also requires end users to specify

the wanted and undesired features with sample inputs and record

the corresponding execution traces to distinguish the undesired

code blocks. The trace collector can either use a single trace file

containing all the desired requests or merge multiple trace files

of different requests. The undesired code identifier only needs ex-

ecution traces of the basic block addresses and sizes (i.e., tuples

of <BB addr, BB size>) to differentiate the executions. The exe-

cution traces of undesired features are used to construct a code

coverage graph𝐶𝑜𝑣𝐺𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 . Similarly, the wanted inputs can be

used to construct a corresponding graph 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝐺𝑤𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 . Since each

graph contains a set of basic blocks, we can infer that the undesired

code block blk satisfies the property: blk ∈ 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝐺𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 and blk
∉𝐶𝑜𝑣𝐺𝑤𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑 . DynaCut narrows down the undesired code blocks

2
The int3 instruction is a one-byte breakpoint instruction in x86 CPUs. Upon executing
int3, a breakpoint exception (#BP) is raised [31]. Other architectures have similar

instructions for this purpose [53].
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Figure 3: Overview of DynaCut. DynaCut consists of 1) feature-related code discovery (Section 3.1) and 2) runtime code feature

customization with process writing (Section 3.2).

by filtering out basic blocks that appear in program libraries. Fig-

ure 4 shows an example of a feature-related basic block discovered

from this process.

libc.so

Feature-related code block
locations in Redis-server

Figure 4: Diff -based feature-related basic block discovery:

our tracediff.py tool automatically calculates undesired basic

blocks using different execution traces.

The method of using basic block diff s from execution trace logs

has a similar effect to that of using control-flow edges to identify

unnecessary code blocks [23, 30, 44]. Both methods can find and

remove undesired features (see Section 4). However, the code cover-

age diff -based approach is much easier to implement, as there is no

need to reconstruct the CFG, especially for binaries without source

code. We argue that our dynamic, code coverage-based approach is

orthogonal to existing static program analysis approaches [23, 44].

They can be used together for accurate feature discovery.

Identify Temporally Undesired Basic Blocks: To identify

the basic blocks of the temporally undesired code, we could at-

tach timestamps for each executed basic block and assume that

the blocks that completed before a particular timestamp as the ini-

tialization code. However, such an approach requires knowledge

of code behaviors and manual analysis. For example, it’s difficult

to determine when the initialization code completes simply using

the timestamps. Also, a basic block may execute during the ini-

tialization phase, and may also execute later. A similar problem is

reported by Ghavamnia et al. [24]. In that work, the authors define

a transition point between an application’s initialization phase and

its subsequent phase. For web server applications, they manually

analyzed the source code to determine the transition points, such as

Nginx’s ngx_worker_process_cycle() function and Lighttpd’s

server_main_loop() function. For other applications, user anno-

tations are expected for identifying transition points.

In DynaCut, we use a simple yet efficient approach to semi-

automatically profile basic blocks only executed during the initial-

ization phase. During code profiling, we ask end-users to notify

the code coverage profiling tool that the target server program has

initialized. The end of a program’s initialization phase can be easily

observed by reading the printed log or using experience knowledge

to wait a while after launching the program. Upon receiving that

signal, the tool dumps the execution trace collected so far, which is

the code coverage of the initialization phase (𝐶𝑜𝑣𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 ). The tool

also clears the code cache and continues recording code execution.

When the program finishes execution, the tool generates a second

code coverage file containing the trace executed during the post-

initialization phase (𝐶𝑜𝑣𝐺𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔). From this, we infer the “not used”

initialization code block blk that satisfies: blk ∈ 𝐶𝑜𝑣𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 and blk ∉

𝐶𝑜𝑣𝐺𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 . We also use the tracediff.py tool shown in Figure 4

to obtain an accurate list of the initialization basic blocks. Once the

(temporal) undesired basic block list has been retrieved, we input it

to the DynaCut runtime for dynamic code customization, together

with the customization policy.

3.2 Dynamic Code Customization

DynaCut dynamically customizes a process without interrupting

its execution. To achieve this, DynaCut relies on an online process

rewriter. The process rewriter takes as input a process snapshot

(i.e., a process image), rewrites the snapshot by removing unwanted

code, and then restores the process. End users can specify how

undesired code should be removed. DynaCut allows users to sim-

ply block features or to fully delete them (e.g., wipe code memory,

unmap code pages). End users can also inject a customized excep-

tion handler for handling (unintended) undesired code access. For

example, the handler can directly exit the program execution or

return a customized error code but keep the program alive.

3.2.1 Process Rewriting. The process rewriter rewrites a static pro-
cess image. To achieve this,DynaCut leverages CRIU [15], which is

a userspace mechanism for checkpointing and restoring a running

process for live process (or container) migration. DynaCut uses
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CRIU to checkpoint a running process into a static process image.

By rewriting a static process image, we avoid the complications of

dealing with potential race conditions such as in a dynamic process

transformation system [7, 39, 64].

The process rewriter supports updating memory contents, increas-

ing or unmapping the virtual memory areas (VMAs), and inserting (or

unloading) position-independent shared libraries into (from) the vir-

tual memory space. Updating the memory content allows replacing

arbitrary instructions with one-byte int3 instructions, thus remov-

ing small code features of a couple of bytes. We can also replace

the first byte of an undesired basic block with an int3 instruction,

which blocks the code execution of an unwanted feature in a code

dispatcher. Although this is sufficient to block that basic block from

being executed
3
, a powerful attacker may redirect the control flow

to the middle of a basic block, launching an ROP attack [49]. To

address this issue, the rewriter also allows an end user to wipe out

a block of code memory or even unmap an entire memory page.

This prevents access to any instructions of undesired code blocks.

DynaCut also supports updating a process’s exception handler and

loading/unloading a shared library dynamically. The transformed

process image can be safely restored using CRIU.

In summary, the DynaCut process rewriter can safely trans-

form a live program to enhance the security of specific execution

phases dynamically. The DynaCut process rewriting differs from

dynamic binary instrumentation (DBI) [11, 38]. DBI tools such as

DynamoRIO [11] and PIN [38] generate the code on-the-fly and use

a code cache to store the translated code at runtime. In contrast,

DynaCut statically updates the target code within a small time

window. This prevents potential race conditions between the target

process and the process rewriter. Moreover, once the process is

restored, static process rewriting has almost zero runtime overhead,

which is impossible using DBI tools. To support multi-process ap-

plications, DynaCut iterates through each process’s memory space

and updates the corresponding code.

3.2.2 Block Undesired Features. Once a list of basic blocks has been
identified as an undesired code feature during the analysis phase,

DynaCut blocks the feature by placing an int3 instruction in the

first byte of the first basic block executed in this list. As mentioned

earlier, basic blocks in the undesired feature list are unique code for

that feature. Therefore, blocking the first instruction (byte) from

being executed is enough to disable that feature. Alternatively,

end-users can specify a more aggressive policy to entirely remove

unwanted code by replacing basic blocks on that code path with

int3 instructions. The second policy increases security as it does

not allow code reuse attacks on unwanted code. However, it adds

performance overhead if the end-user wants to restore that feature.

DynaCut also allows an end-user to define how the program

behaves when inadvertently accessing the blocked feature. Most

existing binary debloating works terminate the program if users

accidentally execute the blocked code feature [23, 44, 50], which

brings usability issues. DynaCut addresses this problem by allow-

ing end-users to program applications’ behavior when accidentally

accessing blocked features. Specifically, DynaCut allows insert-

ing a signal handler to capture the unexpected int3 execution

3
A basic block is a straight-line code sequence with no branches in except to the entry

and no branches out except at the exit.

(SIGTRAP exception). There are multiple strategies for the signal

handler to deal with SIGTRAP. For example, users can call exit() to
terminate execution, like most existing works do. For applications

with default error handling code, users can program the behavior of

accidental access to the blocked code.

When the blocked code is touched, the DynaCut-inserted signal

handler can capture the exception and obtain the execution context.

It then updates the instruction pointer by adding an offset value to

the exception address so that upon signal return, the instruction

pointer points to a new location where the application handles

the wrong request. For example, when we disable PUT and DELETE
methods (L5 and L8 in Listing 1) in a web server, we can program the

fault handler to jump to the code that responds a 403 Forbidden
(L12 in Listing 1). Therefore, even if end-users inadvertently access

a disabled method, they only receive a 403 Forbidden response

instead of terminating the web server.

1 static ngx_int_t
2 ngx_http_dav_handler(ngx_http_request_t *r)
3 {
4 switch (r->method) {
5 case NGX_HTTP_PUT:
6 ...
7 return NGX_DONE;
8 case NGX_HTTP_DELETE:
9 return ngx_http_dav_delete_handler(r);
10 ... ...
11 }
12 return NGX_DECLINED;
13 }

Listing 1: Code snippet of Nginx’s request handler.

Figure 5 illustrates DynaCut’s runtime code feature blocking

capability using process rewriting. The updated memory is shown

on the right of Figure 5. DynaCut allows multiple code features

to be blocked by replacing the first byte with an int3 instruction
(machine code 0xCC). When the unwanted code is inadvertently

accessed, a SIGTRAP will be raised (steps 1○ and 2○). The execu-

tion redirects to the fault handler, where we update the instruction

pointer so that upon signal restoration, the application jumps to the

code that responds with a 403 forbidden message to the HTTP

client (step 3○). Thus, the web server’s available features are dynam-

ically blocked without interrupting the service. Similarly, end-users

can restore the original instructions for those disabled features if

the use scenario changes. By such a “bidirectional” process trans-

formation, end-users can dynamically maintain a minimal available

code feature set to reduce the attack surface.

Currently, we support programming the unintended behavior

only if the target program has an error handler. We also require

that the entries of the default error handler and unwanted code

features reside within the same function. This is common for server

applications as they often have a large switch-case statement to

dispatch different client requests to their respective handlers. Thus,

updating the instruction pointer with an offset does not mess up

the function call stack. In the future, we expect to use program

analysis and stack rewriting techniques to update the execution

context if the entrances of the code handlers are in different func-

tions. We terminate program execution for applications that do not

have default error handlers, similar to most software debloating

works [23, 44, 50].
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Figure 5: Illustration of DynaCut’s code feature blocking

and control flow redirection capabilities.

3.2.3 Validate Functionality for Removed Code. Similar to many

existing binary debloating works [23, 30],DynaCutmay also suffer

from over elimination during the unused code identification phase.

This is because the sample input for trace gathering may not be

sufficient to cover all desired code paths, leading to some potential

code paths being wrongly classified as unused. To validate the

correctness of a customized process image, DynaCut allows end-

users to inject a verifier library to check if any desired basic blocks

have been falsely classified and removed as unintended code. This

is similarly accomplished through the SIGTRAP handler. Instead of

terminating program execution upon executing an unintended trap

instruction, the verifier library restores the original instructions and

logs the false addresses. This allows end-users to validate whether

the functionality remains correct after code customization.

3.2.4 Other Code Customization Policies (Use Cases). Although
DynaCut focuses on the mechanism for dynamic program cus-

tomization, its flexible process transformation capabilities allow

different customization policies. For example, the DynaCut users

(or administrators) can dynamically expose the minimal function-

alities of server programs according to the required workloads.

Specifically, an administrator can disable any data write capabilities

of web and database servers to prevent attackers from maliciously

modifying data on an online system. Meanwhile, only re-enable

the write capability when the administrator needs to update the

content. This minimizes the time window for an attack.

Similarly, the administrator can use DynaCut to minimize po-

tential vulnerabilities of new versions of software components.

New software versions often likely contain zero-day bugs since

they are less tested and deployed [63]. Also, many new features in

new software versions may not be used by other legacy software

components. With DynaCut, the administrator can disable unused

new features and re-enable them only when these features are re-

quired. The feature customization is instant and will not interrupt

the service. This reduces the attack window since the longer new

features are used and tested, the fewer bugs they are likely to have.

3.3 Implementation

We implemented a prototype of DynaCut. Our implementation

leverages CRIU [15] to checkpoint a running process and save

its memory pages, register states, opened files, and network con-

nections into several process images. After being transformed by

DynaCut, the saved data will be used to restore the process ex-

actly as it was during the checkpoint. CRIU is especially useful

for transforming stateful programs with live connections, such as

most web servers and key-value stores, as it supports TCP_REPAIR,
which allows re-establishing saved TCP connections.

Modifications to CRIU:. To implement DynaCut, we made

several changes to CRIU. CRIU only dumps the anonymous pages

of a process to a file. This saves network bandwidth for transmitting

process image files during process migration. Code pages do not

have to be saved because file-backed memory can be reconstructed

by the page fault handler when a restored process attempts to access

the virtual memory again. InDynaCut’s implementation, we added

an option in criu/mem.c to dump the private and executable pages

(i.e., PROT_EXEC and FILE_PRIVATE).
We also extended the CRIU image tool to support process rewrit-

ing. CRIU has an image checking tool called CRIT [16] that is used

to examine process images in the protocol buffer format (proto-

buf) [26], decode them to human-readable JSON files (decode), and
encode them back to the protobuf format (encode). For example,

users can use CRIT to print all memory regions of the application

(i.e., crit x <dir> mems) or check the register values of a process

snapshot (i.e., crit show core.img). We made extensive changes

to CRIT to provide easy-to-use APIs for process transformation.

We added support to update memory contents, enlarge or unmap

the VMAs, and insert position-independent shared libraries to the

virtual memory space. Our CRIT extension also supports removing

a single basic block/function given a base address, the size of the

basic block/function, and its file offset.

DynaCut can dynamically load a customized exception handler.

To accomplish this,DynaCutmodifies the CRIU images and inserts

the library into the process address space. In particular, DynaCut

rewrites the following images:

The core image file. This file contains process information in-

cluding binary name and location, signal handlers and masks, and

register values, among others. DynaCut modifies this file to add

the signal handler address, restorer address, and signal mask into the

SIGTRAP sigaction field of the file. For the signal restorer, instead of

using the default one present in the application, we add the restorer

code from the code pages of the signal handler library itself. It is a

9-byte code that issues a rt_sigreturn syscall. The signal handler

address is calculated by adding the file offset of the signal handling

function with the VMA base address of the user’s choice.

pages, pagemap and mm image files. The raw page contents are

stored in the pages.img file, while the pagemap.img file contains
information about which virtual memory regions are populated

with data. To load a shared library into the target address space, we

need to create new virtual memory regions and insert new memory

pages that contain the library’s code and data. DynaCut’s process

rewriter parses the shared library and calculates the size of each

ELF section. This is very similar to a traditional ELF loader, but

DynaCut loads the shared binary and dynamically injects it into

running processes. DynaCut allows the end-user to specify where

the shared library must be loaded. By default, DynaCut loads the

shared library into a randomized but unused location. DynaCut
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further encodes the new pagemap information into the protobuf im-

age. The mm file contains information about the application’s VMA

regions: their start addresses, end addresses, file offsets, shared

memory IDs, permission flags, and status flags. The mm.img file

differs from the pagemap.img file in that the pagemap.img file only
contains details about pages that are populated, whereas the mm.img
file is a collection of all the VMA regions of the application. Dyna-

Cut also modifies the mm.img file to update the VMA information,

such as adding the start address, the end address, the file offset, and

the corresponding permissions for the added shared library.

We leverage the pyelftools [6] to parse ELF libraries. Pyelftools

reads raw data from the shared library ELF; we then add this data

to the CRIU pages.img file by creating new pages and ordering

them according to the pagemap.img file. End-users can specify any

64-bit userspace address that is not used by the process as the base

address of the signal handler. DynaCut also performs global data

relocations and procedure linkage table (PLT) relocations [36] with

respect to the user-specified address. Global data relocations are

performed by adding the VMA base address of the library to the

st_value field of the symbol. For PLT relocations, we first find the

external libc function symbol offset from the libc binary. Next, we
add the runtime VMA base address of libc to these symbol offsets

and write the new addresses to the global offset table (GOT) [36] of

the signal handler library.

Trace Collection: DynaCut leverages a user specification to

profile the application to generate different execution traces. Dy-

naCut also requires the end user to generate as many use cases

as possible for both wanted and unwanted features. In this regard,

fuzzing techniques can partially help to achieve higher code cov-

erage [66]. To collect code coverage logs, we run the target binary

under DynamoRIO’s drcov tool [19]. DynaCut provides a script

to directly print feature-related code blocks from traces of wanted

and unwanted features (Figure 4’s tracediff.py). We extended

DynamoRIO to enable dumping of the initialization phase’s code

coverage.We used DynamoRIO’s communicationmechanism called

nudges [20], to dump the code coverage of the initialization phase.

Our extended DynamoRIO tool dumps the rest of the code coverage

when the program finishes.

A Prototype of DynaCut: We added 630 lines of C code and

2,696 lines of Python code to CRIU/CRIT for process rewriting. For

implementing profiling of the initialization basic blocks, we added

108 lines of C code to DynamoRIO. We also developed scripts to

automatically rewrite processes for given tasks, such as finding

feature-related basic blocks and dynamically disabling code blocks.

These scripts run externally to the target program. To reduce the

time for storing a process image on the hard disk, we checkpoint

the process images into an in-memory filesystem, i.e., tmpfs [47].

4 EVALUATION

In evaluating DynaCut, our primary goals include understanding

its runtime overhead and security benefits. We also aim to use

DynaCut to reduce the attack surface of a real-world application

by dynamic code customization. We demonstrate this using the

Nginx web server.

Experimental setup. Our experiments were performed on a

laptop with an Intel i5-10210U CPU (1.60GHz, 16GB RAM, Ubuntu

20.04 LTS with kernel version 5.8.0). To evaluate DynaCut’s differ-

ent functionality and features, we chose a diverse set of applications.

We used the SPEC INT2017 benchmark suite as representative of

CPU- andmemory-intensive workloads. Since web servers are often

security-, performance-, and reliability-critical (e.g., low tolerance

to service interruption), they pose high requirements for a dynamic

code customization tool. We used two web servers, Nginx (v1.18.0)

and Lighttpd (v1.4.59), as representative server applications. Ng-

inx uses multiple processes, organized in a master-worker style.

Lighttpd has an event-driven single-process architecture. Similar to

web servers, in-memory key-value stores also have high security,

performance, and reliability requirements. In addition, they have a

well-defined feature set, which makes them suitable for evaluating

DynaCut’s feature removal functionality. We chose Redis (v6.2.3)

as a representative key-value store.

4.1 Performance Overhead

We evaluate DynaCut’s overhead by measuring how long it takes

to rewrite a running program and the duration of the service in-

terruption. DynaCut supports two types of code removal: feature

removal and initialization code removal. Since the process rewriting

policies are slightly different, we report the time costs separately.

For both types of overhead measurement, we created a tmpfs for
storing the intermediate process state. We measured the time cost

using Linux’s date command in nanosecond precision.

Feature removal overhead. For feature removal, DynaCut

modifies CRIU images to disable feature-related code paths and

loads a fault handler for handling unintended feature requests.

Therefore, the overhead includes process dumping and restoring,

instruction replacement, and loading the dynamic shared library

code. We configured both web servers to use the web distributed

authoring and versioning (WebDAV) extension [62]. We selected a

few request types as potential unintended features. For example,

we chose the PUT and DELETE requests in Nginx and Lighttpd as

unintended requests, and chose the SET command as the unintended

request in the Redis key-value server. We used these features as

unintended features simply because they can potentially be used

to alter read-only data in the servers.
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Figure 6: DynaCut’s overhead for dynamically customizing

code features.
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As shown in Figure 6, DynaCut takes about 0.274 seconds and

0.56 seconds to customize the Lighttpd and Nginx instances, respec-

tively, for feature customization. For Redis, the time taken is about

0.29 seconds. These are average numbers of repeating 10 times,

with a standard deviation of 17 ms. The time taken for customizing

the features of the applications are similar, but the checkpointing

times are slightly different. For example, it takes 0.3 seconds to

checkpoint Nginx, as Nginx has two processes to snapshot (2.7MB

and 2.2MB are the sizes of each Nginx process image, as shown in

Figure 6). For feature customization, DynaCut only needs to find

the unintended code block by its address, replace the first byte of

the feature-related basic block, and insert the fault handler. Thus,

the time cost is almost constant.

Initialization code removal. As described before, initialization

code removal replaces the code blocks that are used only during

the initialization phase. Unlike feature removal, the overhead of

initialization code removal is mainly due to replacing all unused

basic block instructions. Figure 7 shows DynaCut’s time taken for

removing initialization functions. The sizes of the .text section

and the CRIU process image for each application are shown in the

table included in the figure. For Nginx and Lighttpd, the overhead

incurred for modifying the images is about 3.5 seconds and 0.93 sec-

onds, respectively. Most of this time is used to analyze the process

images and remove the initialization code (e.g., replace instructions

with int3 or unmap certain pages).
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Figure 7: DynaCut’s overhead for customizing initialization

code in process images.

DynaCut’s evaluation for the SPEC benchmarks is slightly differ-

ent from that of the servers. The SPEC benchmarks are CPU/mem-

ory intensive, and unlike servers, they do not have a clear boundary

between the initialization and serving phases. We chose the ini-

tialization point that we observed when the application was fully

started. We used SPEC’s INTSpeed suite and evaluated seven C/C++

benchmarks of the suite.
4 605.mcf_s is the smallest benchmark

in the suite, and when compared to the other benchmarks, the

overhead of modifying it, 0.22 seconds, was negligible (Figure 7).

4
We got an out-of-memory error when applying DynamoRIO’s code coverage tool on

602.gcc_s and 657.gx_s benchmarks. We believe that DynaCut can customize the

code using other code coverage tools.

In contrast, 600.perlbench is the most expensive case for initial-

ization code removal, taking about 18 seconds.

The time for modifying the process images of the different

benchmark programs depends on various factors, such as the ini-

tialization/serving transition point, the size of the CRIU images,

and the number of initialization code blocks. Figure 7’s graphs

for 600.perlbench_s and 623.xalancbmk_s illustrate this. Even
though 623.xalancbmk_s has a larger .text section size and both

programs have a comparable size for their image dumps (184MB

vs. 191MB), the time taken to modify 600.perlbench_s’s image is

about 4 seconds more than 623.xalancbmk_s’s. This is because, we
chose an initialization point that is much deeper for perlbench_s
than for xalancbmk_s, causing the extra overhead. The number

of initialization basic blocks identified for removal also varies. For

perlbench_s, we identified about 10,808 basic blocks that can be

removed. However, we only identified 6,497 of the same kind for

xalancbmk_s. The overhead incurred is almost proportional to the

length of this list of basic blocks. This is also evident in the graph:

since perlbench_s has about 60% more basic blocks to remove

than xalancbmk_s, perlbench_s takes about 50% more time than

xalancbmk_s to remove initialization basic blocks.

Note that the time taken to remove the initialization code is

a one-time cost; it does not add any overhead to actual software

deployment. Instead, end-users can directly restore the “customized”

process image, which can be even faster than launching the program

from the start.
5
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Figure 8: Redis server’s throughput underDynaCut for mod-

ifying process images.

Service interruption time for dynamically customizing the

Redis server. We measured the service interruption time when

applying DynaCut during an application’s execution. In this ex-

periment, we set up a Redis server on our test machine and started

a Redis benchmark instance (redis-benchmark) on the same ma-

chine, sending GET requests in an infinite loop. During the test, we

dynamically applied DynaCut to the Redis server and rewrote the

process to remove the code for handling the SET command, and

later re-enabled it. We measured the throughput and latency and

baselined them against an unmodified Redis server instance.

As shown in Figure 8, DynaCut does not terminate the Redis

server. Instead, it only degrades the server’s throughput within a

5
Restoring a process image often takes a few hundred ms and is faster than running

through the whole initialization process.
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small time window of about one second. After the process rewriting,

the customized process performs similar to the vanilla Redis server.

We applied DynaCut again at the 48th second to re-enable the

SET command. Both feature removal and re-enabling have similar

performance costs. In this test, we did not trigger the SET request as
it will fall through to the error-handling code, which will terminate

the server’s execution.

4.2 Security Evaluation

We evaluated DynaCut’s security benefits by measuring the re-

moved code block numbers and analyzing the attack surface reduc-

tion.

Number and size of code blocks removed. Unlike existing

binary-based code customization approaches [23, 44, 50], DynaCut

dynamically removes code blocks not used for current scenarios. For

feature removal, the number of unused code blocks that DynaCut

can disable heavily depends on the (undesired) feature selection.

Recall that DynaCut’s main contribution is not to find the undesired

features but to remove them dynamically. Furthermore, existing

binary debloating solutions are orthogonal to DynaCut in terms

of feature removal. Therefore, we do not directly compare the code

size reduction rate for feature removal with existing works. Instead,

we report the number of initialization-related basic blocks removed

(Figure 9) and show how many basic blocks live in the memory for

each execution phase under DynaCut and compare them against

previous works [30, 44] (Figure 10).
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Figure 9: Number of executed basic blocks, number of basic

blocks removed by DynaCut, and the size of initialization

code removed.

Figure 9 shows the result of removing initialization code. The

first bar of each application shows the total number of basic blocks

executed and the second bar shows the number of initialization

basic blocks removed. The total number of basic blocks executed

is a deduplicated number calculated from the drcov trace. We also

report the number of total basic blocks, the code size, and the size

of initialization code removed in each binary. The number of to-

tal basic blocks of each binary is obtained using Angr [51]. As

seen in Figure 9, DynaCut can remove up to 56% of the executed

basic blocks in Nginx with an overhead of about 3.5 seconds (Fig-

ure 7). Similarly, DynaCut removes about 46% of the executed

basic blocks in a Lighttpd process. Many executed code blocks

can be removed mainly because web server applications spend an

extensive amount of cycles loading their configuration files and

initializing worker threads. Once the server applications are fully

initialized, they usually execute an event loop to dispatch differ-

ent client requests. Therefore, the “hot” code block numbers are

relatively smaller than that of other applications. For SPEC bench-

marks, DynaCut removes 8.4% to 41.4% of executed code blocks

with an average of 22.3%. The highest percentage case in SPEC

INTSpeed is 600.perlbench_s with about 41.4% of the executed

basic blocks identified as initialization code blocks and removed.

Interestingly, this is a Perl application that processes email text and

also executes in a loop. We also show the removed code size in

Figure 9. For server applications, DynaCut removes about 10% of

the unused initialization code in size.

Next, we use Lighttpd as an example to show theminimal amount

of live code DynaCut can maintain over time. Here, “live” means

code blocks that an attacker can reach.Wemimic a scenario of using

a web server to serve web pages most of the time and dynamically

opening a time window for the system administration (e.g., upload-

ing files to the server). Figure 10 shows the result. The dashed lines

indicate the percentage numbers of live basic blocks in different

code customization techniques (i.e., Razor [44] and Chisel [30])

and are normalized against the vanilla Lighttpd binary. The line of

DynaCut shows the number of live basic blocks in each execution

phase. After Lighttpd finishes initialization, the administrator sends

DynaCut a command to remove the initialization code. When he

needs uploading files, he can enable the HTTP PUT method. This

allows him to manipulate files on the server (time slot 8-9 in Figure

10). Since DynaCut allows dynamically updating code liveness (in

the aforementioned sense), it maintains a smaller amount of code

for each phase. As a result, DynaCut keeps less than 17% of code

blocks visible in memory during the lifetime of Lighttpd, better

than the state-of-the-art binary debloating techniques [30, 44].
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Figure 10: Number of live basic blocks over time.

We should note that the live basic blocks in each stage can be com-

pletely different, although the numbers are slightly different in each

execution phase. Specifically, live basic blocks before timestamp 2

(i.e., initialization-related) mostly differ from live basic blocks after
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timestamp 2 (i.e., initialization code removed). Feature-related code

can also be dynamically enabled when the workload changes. In

contrast, existing binary-oriented debloating techniques cannot

minimize code footprint [30, 44]. According to Qian et al. [44], Ra-

zor and Chisel remove an average of 53.1% and 66% basic blocks,

respectively. Due to their static design, the amount of live code

blocks is significantly larger than what DynaCut achieves (i.e., a

maximum of 17% code blocks visible in memory). In this experiment,

we manually run scripts to rewrite the process for each execution

phase. In future work, we plan to fully automate this.

Attack surface reduction. DynaCut can remove undesired

code features on the fly; thus, those features cannot be maliciously

executed whenever they are not in use. DynaCut can also be used

in an alternative way to maintain a minimal set of needed features:

developers can first disable new features in an upgraded software.

When a new feature is required, DynaCut can dynamically enable

that feature. This can be especially helpful in keeping the whole

system secure when integrating new software versions into existing

systems. New code features often contain zero-day bugs. For exam-

ple, newer Redis versions support complex algorithms for string

operations (e.g., the STRALGO command). Such new commands may

not be needed for legacy code developed using older Redis versions.

Using DynaCut, software system maintainers can simply disable

such not-in-use new commands until they are required. This al-

lows legacy code to be protected from vulnerabilities introduced by

new features (if these features are not in use). CVE-2021-32625 and

CVE-2021-29477 are two such vulnerabilities found in recent Redis

versions. We also examined Redis’s other CVEs and confirmed that

DynaCut could disable the vulnerable code paths (Table 1).

List of Redis CVEs [14] mitigatable using DynaCut

CVE # Description

CVE-2021-32625 STRALGO LCS command in Redis versions

6.0+ (integer overflow).

CVE-2021-29477 STRALGO LCS command in Redis versions

6.0+ (integer overflow).

CVE-2019-10193 SETRANGE command (stack-buffer over-

flow).

CVE-2019-10192 SETRANGE command (heap-buffer over-

flow).

CVE-2016-8339 CONFIG SET command in Redis 3.2.x prior

to 3.2.4 (buffer overflow).

Table 1: Redis CVEs that could bemitigated usingDynaCut’s

feature blocking capability.

We conducted another case study on DynaCut’s security ben-

efit obtained by removing the initialization code. Return-to-PLT

(ret2plt) attack [48] is a variant of code reuse attack that invokes

sensitive library code (e.g., execve()) through exposed PLT entries.

The procedure linkage table (PLT) is a small piece of trampoline

code used to call external functions whose addresses are unknown

at link-time. The PLT and the global offset table (GOT) provide ap-

plication codewith access to dynamically linked libraries.DynaCut

wipes out initialization code, including the PLT entries used after

initialization. In our evaluation, we found that DynaCut removes

43 out of 56 executed PLT entries in Nginx after the initialization

phase is completed. After Nginx finishes the initialization, basic

blocks that performed the fork were disabled because the worker

process had already been created.
6
More importantly, the PLT en-

try for the libc fork() function was also disabled, preventing any

ret2plt attacks that use the fork() function.

Blind ROP (BROP) [9] is a variation of ROP attacks that remotely

locates ROP gadgets. It requires the server application to re-spawn

crashed worker processes so that an attacker can brute-force the

stack canary value. It also gathers and sends process information to

the remote attacker through PLT entries like write(). DynaCut
reduces the viability of attacks like BROP in two ways. First, Dy-

naCut disables many executed but not-in-use PLT entries. Thus,

finding a PLT entry for mounting the attack would be difficult.

Second, DynaCut disables about 56% of the executed basic blocks,

reducing the amount of available code for launching the attack.

Even if the attacker can circumvent the disabled PLT entries and

find enough gadgets, it would still be difficult to mount a BROP

attack on the customized Nginx server. This is because, DynaCut

also removes any code that can invoke fork() after initialization. If
an attacker mounts a BROP attack on DynaCut-customized Nginx

server, the first attempt to brute-force the stack canarywill crash the

worker process. We did a similar security evaluation for Lighttpd.

Out of 57 total executed PLT entries, DynaCut was able to remove

33 of them. Some PLT entries that we disabled include strcmp(),
dlopen(), and socket(). DynaCut’s PLT entry removal sets it

apart from existing debloating techniques. Existing techniques can

remove unused code and, by extension, unused PLT entries, but

DynaCut can remove executed PLT entries used only in particular

execution phases.

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK

The paper’s main contribution is exploring the pros and cons of

dynamic software feature customization by designing and imple-

menting the DynaCut prototype. We acknowledge that DynaCut

may suffer similar problems and challenges of using limited test

inputs to precisely distinguish wanted and unwanted features, as

many existing binary debloating systems have [23, 30, 44]. A com-

plete and sound solutionmay require source-code level feature-code

relationship analysis [22]. For example, we may improve DynaCut

by automatically analyzing the source code to find each feature

and the corresponding code blocks. We can then separate each

feature-related code block into separate memory pages. As such,

we can dynamically unload these code pages with DynaCut, faster

than replacing code with int3 instructions.
Combining program behavior with code debloating is another

interesting future direction. For example, coarse-grained section-

level binary information can be used to infer code intent [4]. Code

usage under particular workloads can be machine-learned [37].

Moreover, we can monitor specific system calls to determine the

end of the initialization phase, making DynaCut fully automatic.

We leave these optimizations as our future works.

Currently, DynaCut only targets dynamically customizing fea-

tures in application binaries. However, our approach can be ex-

tended to customize library code. There is a significant amount of

6
Here, we configured Nginx to use only one worker process.
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initialization code in the standard C library (e.g., glibc) and other

helper libraries (e.g., ld.so). Some features in server applications

are also loaded using shared libraries. We anticipate that unused

shared library code can be dynamically unloaded through the pro-

cess rewriting approach. Removing them from the process address

space can further reduce the attack surface.

Lastly, we believe that process rewriting can be a general tech-

nique to solve other security and system problems, such as dy-

namically enabling/disabling seccomp filtering [24], live code re-

randomization [64], dynamic software update [40, 42], and cross-

architecture process migration and execution randomization [55,

60], among others. Process rewriting allows dynamically trans-

forming the process state and memory layout from outside of the

target process, preventing the transformation logic from being hi-

jacked [64].

6 RELATEDWORK

The first category of related work includes efforts on binary de-

bloating, analysis, and rewriting. Binary debloating, which is closest

to DynaCut, aims to reduce the binary size to reduce the attack

surface. A number of debloating works focus on analyzing and

removing unnecessary features [23, 30, 33, 44–46]. A major chal-

lenge is to accurately find control-flow transfer edges to unwanted

code as over-identifying such edges can cause wanted features

to be removed. Many recent works address this challenge from

different perspectives [23, 30, 44]. For example, Razor [44] uses

user-specified input cases and control-flow heuristics to ensure

that all user-expected code blocks are removed. Chisel [30] ap-

plies reinforcement learning to build a statistical model that cap-

tures semantic dependencies between program elements and guides

the search towards a desirable minimal program. Ghaffarinia and

Hamlen [23] similarly apply a machine learning approach to exe-

cution traces generated from test suites to learn a subgraph of the

developer-intended control flows. We argue that these approaches

are orthogonal to DynaCut’s central contribution, i.e., a process

rewriting mechanism to disable/enable code blocks from a process’s

memory layout at run-time. These prior works can therefore be

used in DynaCut to infer a more accurate feature-related code

path for dynamic customization.

After obtaining the feature-related control-flow transfer edges,

many existing approaches use binary rewriting techniques to re-

move bloated code paths or simply block the related control-flow

transfer edges [3, 12, 23, 44, 65]. For example, Uroboros [58] re-

assembles the disassembled code for program instrumentation. The

reassembler recovers the semantic information from program as-

sembly code and rearranges code and data on reassembling [57, 58].

However, program reassembling is a hard problem as compilers

often discard linkage information. Even state-of-the-art reassem-

blers cannot achieve a 100% successful reassembly rate [57, 58].

BinRec [3] lifts a binary to an intermediate representation format,

dynamically removes code features by allowing end-users to de-

termine the required features based on a dependency graph, and

then regenerates the target binary. However, binary recompilation

cannot be directly used when feature requirements change during

the lifetime of a program.DynaCut recognizes this, and enables dy-

namic code customization based on changing requirements. Other

approaches use program analysis to find reachable code. BinTrim-

mer [46] uses value-flow domains to find and eliminate dead code.

Quach et al. use a piece-wise compiler to embed the program depen-

dency graph in a special section of the binary so that a piece-wise

loader can directly load the needed code [45]. In contrast, Dyna-

Cut dynamically finds reachable code. Furthermore, DynaCut also

allows a minimal amount of code features executable; the allow-list

of features can then be gradually enlarged on demand.

The second category of related work includes efforts on dynami-

cally reducing the attack surface [1, 24, 28, 35]. For example, Ghavam-

nia et al. [24] use static analysis to determine the syscall require-

ments for server applications after the initialization phase. Based on

the analysis results, a customized seccomp filter is used to block un-
necessary yet sensitive syscalls (e.g., execve(), fork()) in the post-

initialization phase. However, this approach still retains unused

code in memory, creating potential attack opportunities through

code reuse (e.g., ROP). Shard [1] is a context-aware kernel spe-

cialization system that dynamically switches the execution context

between a security-hardened kernel and a vanilla kernel. Face-

Change [28] similarly profiles syscalls used by each application

and changes the kernel view according to different application

contexts. Compared to DynaCut, the dynamic kernel switching

approaches are more heavy-weight. They require using a modified

virtual machine monitor and also must recompile the target kernels.

Dynamic software patching (software repair) is another way to

fix vulnerable codewithout stopping the process [27, 40, 42, 43]. Gin-

seng [40] uses a source-to-source compiler to generate update-able

code and redirects function calls at runtime to make the updated

code live. Kpatch [43] allows patching the Linux kernel without

restarting or rebooting any processes using the ftracemechanism.

In contrast, DynaCut focuses on vulnerable code removal, but we

believe similar dynamic software patching or software repairing

systems can be built using DynaCut.

DynaCut also shares the ideas of the principle of least privilege

and software fault isolation [8, 10, 17, 56, 67]. The principle of least

privilege ensures that any entity of a computing system (e.g., a

process or a user) has access to only the necessary information for

the intended functions [8]. Least privilege is often implemented

using the concept of privilege separation, i.e., splitting a system

into different components with different levels of trust [10]. In

practice, untrusted components are isolated into fault domains, pre-

venting untrusted code from compromising the trusted computing

base (TCB) [56]. Several efforts split complex software systems

into multiple reduced-privilege compartments [10, 17, 67], and iso-

late different components of the application code [10, 41, 54, 56],

untrusted third-party libraries [61, 67], or even different OS com-

ponents [17, 59]. DynaCut dynamically updates the visibility of

different code features and maintains the minimal code required

for running software in a given scenario.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We presented DynaCut, a dynamic software customization system.

DynaCut’s key innovation is a novel process rewriting mechanism

to update a process’s state and memory layout at run-time. We

built a prototype of DynaCut and used it to dynamically remove
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unused code features and temporally unused code from nine appli-

cations. Our evaluation shows that DynaCut dynamically removes

up to 56% of executed but unused code blocks with ≈400 ms service

interruption time. Compared to existing static binary debloating

approaches, DynaCut minimizes the number of live code blocks

in memory, further reducing the attack surface.
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